
Moodle on Microsoft 
Azure

The Customer are facing  challenges to deliver the e-

trainings to the employees because of the (Covid-19 

Pandemic) they have searched for a solution can 

support them using their MS Azure

Subscription and Office 365 Products Therefore, we 

offered for them Customized Moodle (eLearning 

Solution on Azure) integrated with AAD and Microsoft 

Teams, to deliver the trainings plan efficiently 

Customer Middle East Oil Refinery - Midor 

Website: http://www.midor.com.eg

Country: Egypt, Cairo, Alexandria

Industry: Oil and Gas

Products and Services: Moodle, Microsoft 
Azure, Microsoft Teams
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[Information Technology of Egypt Corporation ITE Corp.]

[Middle East Oil Refinery - Midor]
[Moodle on Azure, MS Teams]

Customer Challenges

Midor is a refinery company at the Oil and Gas Sector inside Egypt.

They want to enable a new solution (eTraining/eLearning Solution) at the Company because they have many 

challenges to provide the trainings to the employees because of the (Application Development, Hosting, 

Collaboration Platform, learning material and reports) also the Covid-19 has terminated all training plans.

Partner Solution

Customer Benefits

Increasing efficiency by well-designed training that meets employees’ needs this makes the workforce more 

productive and efficient, Increasing the motivation by training programs that help individuals, teams, and 

departments units transform to  as a single organizational structure, Building corporate culture by going beyond the 

basics shows that an organization is willing to invest in its staff over the long term, Increase the  Awareness of using 

the Cloud Solutions and it is importance, Using Moodle Mobile Application avail the below, From anywhere Easily 

access course content, View course activities and download, Materials for offline use, Check upcoming deadlines, 

Connect with course participants, Receive instant notifications of private messages on Teams, forum posts, calendar 

events and assignment submissions, Track the progress & View the grades, Submit assignments.

ITE Corp. offered to Midor an Open-source Application customized by ITE, the solution is 

Moodle on Azure, Hosted on the Work Loads on Azure and Implemented/Setup all Moodle 

Modules, Customize the UI/Website also integrate the solution with Azure Active directory and 

Microsoft Teams
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